Abstract: The objective of this work is to use low precision laser sensor and create reasonably precise 3D reconstructions. The 3D reconstruction is executed by combining several point clouds obtained from different viewpoints. The proposed method was developed with three main steps: point cloud registration, error compensation and surface reconstruction. The ICP algorithm is improved to execute the point cloud registration: dynamic distance threshold, weighted distance, rigid body restriction and color information. It is shown that using this improved ICP, the number of point correspondences to evaluate the quadratic error converges to a value. The quadratic error can be determined independently of scene complexity. The point cloud errors are compensated using the consensus surface algorithm with signed distance. The surface is reconstructed using the marching cubes algorithm. Several results are shown to demonstrate the reliability of the proposed method.
INTRODUCTION
The surface reconstruction of real world objects is one of the most important topics in computer vision and has reached increased importance in many fields. Some examples including manufacturing, medicine, reverse engineering and also in the movies and games industry. The reconstruction main objective is to retrieve the original surface from a set of 3D points. The acquisition of large numbers of 3D points can be done using contact and non contact techniques and it is becoming easier and more affordable. Contact techniques were used for a long time in reverse engineering and industrial inspections, and they are based on a calibrated sensor that measures the displacement caused by positioning a pointer in the 3D space. The main problem with these techniques are slow performance and the necessity of touching the object, which is not feasible for all applications. Non contact techniques do not have this problem, they use cameras and/or scanners to recon-struct the scene. To capture a complete model of a scene, many scans have to be taken from different viewpoints and finally merged into a complete shape representation.
In the approach that exclusively uses cameras, the scene is first imaged from two or more points of view and correspondences between the images are found in order to triangulate the 3D position. It produces dense point clouds with excellent depth resolution, at high frame rates, and can deal with moving objects. However, it is important to mention that the cameras have to be previously calibrated (Takimoto et al., 2011 (Takimoto et al., , 2012a and one of the problems experimented when using this approach is the difficulty to find correspondences when reconstructing textureless surfaces densely and accurately (Konolige, 2010 ). Another approach that uses cameras and active devices (laser range finders and structured-light methods) is commonly used. Laser range finders measure the distance between the sensor and an object based on triangulation or Timeof-Flight (ToF). ToF cameras sense depth by emitting a pulse or modulated light signal and then measuring the time differential in the returning wavefront. This process is largely independent of the scene texture and full frame real-time depth estimates are possible. Unfortunately, the data is noticeably contaminated with random and systematic measurement errors.
This work proposes an approach to overcome those problems (contaminated with random and systematic measure- ment errors) using low cost range sensors. Improvements are in the point cloud registration algorithm that matches two point clouds. The point cloud registration uses the Iterative Closest Point algorithm (ICP) (Chen and Medioni, 1991; Besl and McKay, 1992 ) that has two main steps: point correspondence and transformation determinations. If the point correspondence determination is not executed properly the ICP might converge to a local minimum. To overcome such drawback, statistics to generate a dynamic distance and color threshold on the distance allowed between closest points are used.
This paper is structure as follows, the proposed method is presented in Section 2. The original and the modified ICP algorithm are detailed in Section 3. Next, the binomial filter and the surface reconstruction are explained in Section 4. Finally, some results are shown in Section 5 and Section 6 presents the conclusions and future works.
POINT CLOUD ACQUISITION
The proposed algorithm can be viewed in Fig. 1 . Initially, two point clouds are acquired, registered and the errors are compensated. If additional point clouds are acquired, the same two steps happen. After that all point clouds have been acquired, the surface is reconstructed. It is possible that the surface reconstruction step happens iteratively after the error compensation step. This way, the iteration will have an additional computational cost.
Kinect is an attractive alternative to expensive laser scanners in application areas such as indoor mapping, surveillance, robotics and forensics. It was primarily designed for natural interaction in a computer game environment Amit et al. (2010) . However, the characteristics of the data captured by Kinect have attracted the attention of researchers from other fields Benavidez and Jamshidi (2011) . The Kinect sensor captures depth and color images simultaneously at a frame rate of up to 30 f ps. The integration of depth and color data results in a colored point cloud that contains about 300, 000 points in every frame.
As previously pointed, laser range finders, like Kinect, is contaminated by systematic distance errors, random errors and noise. Fig. 2 .(a) shows a systematic error relative to the lenses shape in which the border of the scene is distorted. A random source error is depth inhomogeneity, where the same scene can be differently scanned influenced by the object distance to the sensor (see Fig. 2 . (b)). In the right, the same wall is obtained within 3.9 m from the sensor. (c) Color mapping error: the hair has some white pixels originated from the back wall.
Another source of error is the light interference effect: emitted light waves can be attenuated and scattered in the scene and interference by other sources of near-infrared light (e.g. sunlight, infrared marker-based tracking systems, other ToF cameras). The Kinect can simultaneously acquire conventional camera and distance images. However, both images might have incorrect correspondence (see Fig. 2 .(c)). 
ICP ALGORITHM
The ICP (Besl and McKay, 1992 ) is a general purpose, representation independent algorithm for the registration of 3D shapes. Intuitively, the surface registration occurs if there is a correspondence between two views of a surface when one view is placed at a proper position and orientation relative to the other. Thus, two views of a surface are said to be in registration when any pair of points (p i , q i ) from the two views representing the same surface point can be brought into coincidence by one rigid transformation (Chen and Medioni, 1991) . That is, there exists a rigid transformation T , such that
where P and Q are two point clouds and T ·p i is the result of applying T to p i .
According to Besl and McKay (1992) , the ICP provides a solution for the free-form surface matching problem, that can be generalized to solve the point set matching problem without correspondence and the free-form curve matching problem. The ICP algorithm receives two 3D data sets as input and iteratively performs two operations until convergence: the data matching and the transformation estimation to align the data sets. Let P and Q be two data sets containing N p and N q points respectively. Taking the points of both sets, P = {p i }, i = 1, · · · , N p and Q = {q i }, i = 1, · · · , N q , the objective is evaluate a rotation matrix R and a translation vector t, such that P = R · P + t is aligned to Q.
Although the ICP is widely used to register 3D point clouds, some limitations must be addressed. The ICP has local minima and getting trapped at one of these local minima can lead to sub-optimal registration accuracy (see Fig. 3 ). The ICP described by Besl and McKay (1992) uses a point-to-point error metric in which the sum of the squared distance in each correspondence pair is minimized, therefore each point in one data set is paired with the closest point in the other data set. The correspondence cannot be one-to-one, because outliers can exist because of occlusion, appearance and disappearance. Actually, it is necessary to execute subset-subset point correspondence.
In this direction, Chetverikov et al. (2002) proposed to use parameter ξ to reject a percentage of outliers: N t = ξN p where N p is the number of points in point cloud P , and N t is the number of correspondent points to be evaluated. This approach requires to sort all paired points based on their distances at each iteration, which increases computation time. Additionally, it is very hard to evaluate the value of ξ.
PROPOSED ICP
As previously said, the ICP has two main steps: transformation and point correspondence determination. The transformation T (see equation (1)) is determined using quaternions (Takimoto et al., 2012b) . The point correspondence is a key in the evaluation of how near is the global optimum. Several improvements have been proposed in the point correspondence.
The proposed ICP uses robust statistics to generate a dynamic distance threshold on the distance allowed between closest points. This dynamic distance threshold is used to relax the requirement that one data set be a proper subset of the other, so that partially overlapping data sets can be registered. Instead of matching all points, the proposed ICP uses a distance parameter and a statistical analysis to remove some of the points.
The proposed ICP uses a maximum tolerable distance D max to choose the matches that will be used, thus each point {p i } in the first data set whose distance to its closest point is less than D max is retained, together with its closest point {q i } and their distance {d i }. The mean µ and the sample deviation is given by
Four conditions and two parameters (η and ρ) are used to define D max (Zhang, 1994 )
The modified algorithm also adds a weight to the points that are closer to the sensor. Since the weight is used in the registration precision (d k − d k+1 ), the ICP will force a better registration of the points that are near to the sensor. As the sensor can perform translation and rotation movement, considering only the rotation movement the point that are near will have a smaller displacement when compared with the points that are far.
Additionally, some correspondent point pairs that are not moving as a rigid body during the ICP are eliminated from the cloud comparison. Considering that points p i,j and q i,j from point clouds P and Q are in the ICP iteration j, and in the previous iteration p i,j−1 and q i,j−1 . The following restriction must hold
and, a threshold t is used to determine if the pair of points is removed or not, according to
If the above restriction does not hold then the correspondent point pair is removed.
To improve the ICP robustness, color information is also used in the closest point evaluation. Let p i and q i be two points from point clouds P and Q with colors c p = (c p,1 , c p,2 , c p,3 ) and c q = (c q,1 , c q,2 , c q,3 ), respectively. The distance between the two points considering the color information is described by
where α 1 , α 2 and α 3 are parameters used to weight the color component importance and d pq is the Euclidian distance between p i and q i . To avoid the specular reflection influence, the distance using the color information is not used if the color difference is greater than a defined threshold. If a large plane is present in the scene, the color ICP showed correct results (see Fig. 4 ).
Considering all the previously presented rules (maximum tolerable distance, weighted distance, rigid body restriction and color information), the influence of the number of point pair correspondence and the quadratic error is evaluated (see Fig. 5 ). The selected pair of points used to evaluate the quadratic error. The graph shows the average of 10 calculations. It was noted that the quadratic error could not be much reduced for more than 5, 000 correspondent points. This result was used to define the maximum number of point correspondences without the need of additional parameters (in opposition to the method proposed by Chetverikov et al. (2002) that uses a parameter). In one ICP iteration, the most computational expensive step is the point correspondence determination. The brute force has computational complexity of O(n 2 ) and when a K-d tree is used, the computational complexity turns to be O(log n). During the initial ICP iterations, point correspondence is much computational time consuming. As both point clouds get closer, the computational time diminishes (see Fig. 6 ).
ERROR COMPENSATION AND SURFACE RECONSTRUCTION
Scans are noisy and small errors may occur. Two kind of errors mainly occur, Gaussian noise, which occurs for example at the edges, where the laser beam of the scan hits two surfaces resulting in a mean and erroneous data value and the error produced for very reflecting areas. The median filter is used and it is capable to recognize noise in a scan and to replace with a suitable measurement. Binomial filters are simple and efficient structures based on the binomial coefficients for implementing Gaussian filtering (Aubury and Luk, 1996) . To compensate the errors, the consensus surface with sign distance is used (Wheeler et al., 1998) . The observed space is divided in voxels and for each voxel the rays passing through it are determined. For each voxel, it is determined the signed distance between the voxel and the object surface. If the voxel is between the source and the surface, the distance is positive, otherwise, it is negative. For each voxel, the average distance is determined and according to the its sign and absolute value, the voxel is considered to be inside, outside or boundary. Using just the voxel marked as boundary, the polygonal representation of the object can be determined using the Marching Cubes algorithms (Lorensen and Cline, 1987) . The surface rendering technique used in this work is the adaptive marching cubes (Shu et al., 1995) because the marching cubes algorithm is not suitable for iterative manipulation of the 3D surfaces constructed from high resolution volume data sets in terms of both space and time. This algorithm reduces the number of triangles representing the surface by adapting the size of the triangles to the shape of the surface. By using this algorithm for large point clouds, the average time as well as the number of triangles are reduced substantially, and the image quality is similar to that of using marching cubes.
6. RESULTS Figure 9 shows that the proposed ICP algorithm correctly registered the point clouds and the color information. Figs. 10-11 compare the reconstructed surface using one acquisition and multiples acquisitions. The Consensus method produced interpolated meshes with the good quality. Fig. 12 shows the reconstruction of a scene with several small details. It is possible to notice that the acquisition of several point clouds with correct registration brought into view details that were not visible with just one scan due to the sensor limited precision.
CONCLUSION
The results showed that it is possible to use low precision sensors to create reasonably good reconstructed objects. The improved ICP with dynamic distance threshold, weighted distance, rigid body restriction and color information defined a robust point cloud registration algorithm. The median and binomial filter were useful to fill small holes and to eliminate noise. The consensus surface with signed distance created models with smooth surface.
Directions for future work include the parallel implementation of the ICP and consensus surface algorithms to improve the time performance. Additionally, it is desirable to test the algorithm with manufactured objects to evaluate its precision.
